Wide Angle Tasmania 2015-2017
We exist to support Tasmanian screen culture.

But after Screen Australia’s budget cuts in

We’ve been doing so for 10 years, and have

2014, they decided to cease funding Wide

become generally responsible for local

Angle after 2015. It’s a big blow, but another

productivity, local community and local stories.

way to look at it is that Wide Angle has been

We know this, because everyone in the

unleashed.

Tasmanian screen culture keeps telling us we
have.

Wide Angle is already one of the tightest ships

We’ve got 200 paid members. In 2014 we

the last twelve months exploring alternative

supported 16 film productions. We directly

revenue streams and business structures to

developed the screen skills of 480 Tasmanians,

keep Wide Angle delivering on our mission,

and delivered over 5,600 instances of advice

and have come to some hard-earned

and referral. We put Tasmanian productions on

conclusions about its future.

TV, in cinemas, in festivals, and online getting
them to a combined audience of over a quarter
of a million people.
We did that with 2 full-time staff members, a
handful of industry contractors, and a volunteer

you’ll find in the non-profit sector. We’ve spent

We’ve got a plan to not only continue Wide
Angle, but to strengthen its offerings for the
Tasmanian screen culture in 2016 and beyond.
We’re requesting the State Government,

board.

through Screen Tasmania, commits their

Wide Angle has always achieved huge results

$30k per year.

with a tiny budget. In recent years, around 30%
of that budget has come from the state
government through Screen Tasmania, another
30% federally through Screen Australia, and the
rest we generate ourselves.

existing $80k per year, along with an additional

Here’s what we plan to do with it.

WHAT’S NEEDED

And as audiences, we’ve got access to screen content

When we began in 2005, producing screen content

There’s both a plethora of screens in our lives, and a

was still a niche activity. Production was outsourced

wealth of different content sources on each of those

to professionals, and filmmakers had a clear pathway

screens.

to share their stories on the big screen or TV.

everywhere. It’s no longer just cinemas and the TV.

Given screen content’s importance in our lives, we

Ten years later and the landscape has transformed

believe it is crucial Tasmanians have their own strong

radically. A combination of online platforms and low

screen culture - for the makers, the watchers, and the

cost film equipment now means that we are all digital

community we all belong to.

content producers. From six second Viner videos
made on phones, to high budget feature films and
everything in between, almost everyone is expressing
themselves through screen, either personally or
professionally.

Wide Angle is perfectly placed to make that happen.

THE EVOLUTION OF WIDE ANGLE
Wide Angle’s core aims serve us all well and they will

Digital content production is a core literacy in both

continue to. Just as we will also be continuing to evolve

the workforce and our daily lives. Some are digital

and iterate based on the needs of the Tasmanian

natives and have grown up with the tools. Others are

screen community.

struggling to keep up.

We’re going to:
●

Continue to develop the skills of screen creators;

●

Continue to connect audiences with content;

●

Continue to be the central hub of Tasmanian

screen culture; and
●

Continue to work strategically with our

stakeholders, the community, the business sector, and
Government to better understand what Tasmania needs
and execute it.
Our declaration that we are responsible for the
Tasmanian screen culture is not an ambit claim. Screen
Tasmania is responsible for the runaway productions and
those at the big end of town, and we take care of the
rest.
Our activities can be divided into three categories makers, watchers, and community.

MAKERS

THE RED INITIATIVES

In 2015, we can no longer assume there’s a clear career pathway for screen

We’ve been training up Tasmanian screen creators for 10 years now. In 2016, we’ll

creators. The upheaval of the digital landscape means there’s no one single picture
of a successful Tasmanian screen practitioner.
Some will make some kind of screen work as their career - others will have it as
part of a broader career or lifestyle. Some will use their skills in the commercial
world, and leverage that to create their own stories. Some will bounce around
Australia to crew on bigger productions, returning to Tasmania to be involved with
local productions when they can. Some will find huge audiences online with new
kinds of content yet to be created. Some will use their skills to tell the local stories
Tasmanians need to hear.
Whatever they’re doing, it’s important Tasmanians are making content for the
screen. And however they’re doing it, there are core skills and support they’ll need.
We can help with that.

once again be expanding our strong programme under the RED banner.
People come to Wide Angle at all different stages. These Initiatives allow screen
creators to step in where it makes sense for them.
RED Spark – a first step
For brand new screen creators; simple one day courses that get people out and
making their own screen stories.
RED Craft - for key skills
We’ve always offered a range of short courses to the Tasmanian screen community
based on the needs identified by the screen industry and our community - including
camera skills, directing actors, sound design, screen makeup, and a lot more. We’ll
continue to do so under the RED Craft banner.

RED Hands - for the developing
Twelve promising screen creators, who have already
made a film previously, are taken through four
intensive weekends of training and making screen

GETTING STUFF MADE
As well as these Initiatives, Wide Angle provides

support services that screen creators across

content together.

multiple sectors need to simply get into production.

RED Flag - for the first shot at production

Equipment Hire

Our well known mentored film production fund;
three teams get a cash budget and Wide Angle
support to go through the full process of making a
short screen project. Previously called Raw Nerve,
Wide Angle has built a highly successful model of
mentoring, training and support for screen creators
since first delivering this Screen Australia funded
initiative in 2008.
RED Flame - for those ready to step up
A film production fund for experienced Tasmanian
screen creators to make a defining work. That might
be a short film for international festivals, or a digital
series to be distributed online.

Wide Angle has a wide array of continually updated
professional production equipment the screen
sector needs. Without the larger hire outlets of
Melbourne and Sydney, Wide Angle gives access to
equipment creators wouldn’t be able to get
otherwise.
Insurance
In 2016, Wide Angle will start providing a crucial
service to creators - affordable short term insurance
for their productions. It gets creators working safely
and legally and raises the professional standard of
screen practice in the state.
Collaborators
Being a hub of screen activity in Tasmania, Wide
Angle is where people go when they’re looking for
collaborators. That includes crew for professional
productions, as well as eager new talent looking to
work together on low and no budget projects. Wide
Angle keeps a database of local practitioners online
for anyone to both access the pool and advertise
themselves.

WATCHERS

Filmmaker Screenings

Screen culture isn’t just about making - it’s about a culture of watching.

elsewhere, through hosted Q&A sessions.

Screen content entertains, challenges, and informs. We believe it’s crucial that

Broadcast

Tasmanian audiences see Tasmanian content, as well as getting access to a wide

Through our relationship with broadcasters such as ABC and SBS, many

variety of other content they wouldn’t get a chance to see otherwise.

Tasmanian short films have been selected for screening on ABC2 and iView,

We regularly give Tasmanians access to experienced filmmakers from here and

delivering them to a national audience.
Wide Angle is ideally placed to help curate content that people can watch alone,
and together with others. We’ve got a broad array of methods to do that.

Online
The Tasmanian film community has a strong online presence. Wide Angle both

TASshorts on Screen

supports and leverages this to get people watching and discussing great content.

Wide Angle curates a selection of top Tasmanian short films, and tours them
around the state. In its first year, it played to appreciative audiences all around the

We’ve also got our own Vimeo channel and website for collating Tasmanian-made

state. And we weren’t just getting the films seen - we were making money from

content people can access in the one place.

them, and sharing the profits with the filmmakers via box-office split.

State Archive and Curation

Supporting Festivals

Wide Angle houses the largest collection of Tasmanian made screen content in the

Wide Angle supports a diverse array of film festivals that operate in Tasmania, from

state - over 490 productions. The collection is accessible to all Tasmanians and we

Tropfest and Flickerfest to home grown festivals like Breath of Fresh Air and

are preserving the state’s screen culture for future generations.

Stranger With My Face.

COMMUNITY
There’s not much of a screen culture without strong community. Wide Angle knows this and works actively to keep it
thriving.
Tasmanian filmmakers are known for their generous spirits - constantly sharing knowledge, equipment, and helping
each other make their films. It’s invaluable to new screen creators, and provides opportunities for the more
experienced ones to develop professionally.
Wide Angle is a core part of this community, providing both a central point for advice and referral, and also hosting and supporting
the events that keep the community energetic.
Constant Communication
Wide Angle keeps the entire screen community informed through our regular e-news with over 850 subscribers, and regular posts
to social media. One of the Tasmanian screen community’s strongest touch points is its Facebook group, with over 1300 members
and strong daily activity. Wide Angle is a cornerstone of the social media screen community.
Distilled Knowledge
Wide Angle acts as a central hub for information, with over 5600 incidents of advice and referrals in 2014 alone. We’re expanding
that to a moderated online wiki, where both Wide Angle staff and members of the Tasmanian film community will be able to keep a
centrally updated knowledge base of information useful to both new and experienced filmmakers. Wide Angle will continue to use
low cost innovative strategies to build the knowledge base and capacity of the local industry.
Networking Events
As well as our screenings and Q&As, Wide Angle regularly hosts events for filmmakers to connect up and cross paths with people
to discuss, create and collaborate.

LET’S GET STARTED
As you can see, we’re ready to build on the solid work we’ve been doing, and
continue improving and evolving it as the local screen community needs.
It can be done. With support of $165,000 from State Government, along with
the $110,000 generated by Wide Angle, we will be able to roll out our vision and
programs.
We’ve got the people. We’ve got the experience. We’ve got the knowledge.
We’ve got the community support. We’ve got the resources. And we’ve got the
plan.
So let’s make it happen.

SUMMARY BUDGET JANUARY 2016 - JULY 2017

Budget Notes

Income Summary

1. Expenditure is categorized by expense, however, the
structure of WAT allows for scales of economy that
would be impossible to deliver without the current mix of

Income Source

Amount

Detail

Wide Angle Tasmania

$110,400

Equipment Hire, training, membership, interest, cash
reserves, CPA matched funds rolled over

Screen Tasmania

$165,000

Drawdowns requested over two financial years

Additional Project funding

$200,377

Red Flame 2016 confirmed. Unconfirmed funding for
RED Hands, RED Flag & #millenialcinema 2016/2017

TOTAL

$475,777

Expenditure Summary

Expenditure category

Amount

Detail

Internal programs and

$152,467

Includes: Operational & business overheads,

operational costs

management of office based services, internal
program design and reporting, design and financing

Equipment hire expenses

$53,064

additional programs
Insurances, maintenance, replacement, courier and

Training expenses

$48,662

repair costs. Management of hires and clients
Design and management of training, presenter costs,

Screening expenses

$18,961

course costs including venue and materials
TASshorts on Screen project, festival partnering and

Additional Project expenses

$191,553

support, filmmaker Q&A screenings
10% profit is built into project budgets

TOTAL

$464,707

Anticipated profit $11,070.
Excluding Additional project income/expenses,
anticipated profit is $2,246

activities.
2. In-kind support, subsidies and volunteer contribution
are calculated at over $400,000. WAT brings this valueadd to the budget as a not-for-profit organisation with
very strong community support.

